
 

PLRDealer.com Video Series License 
 
This License is NON-TRANSFERRABLE. 
 (Meaning your customers cannot pass the same rights further) 

YOUR RIGHTS: 

These rules protect YOU as a PLRDealer.com member as well as all members by 
preventing other PLRDealer.com members from abusing this membership site. By 
subscribing to PLRDealer.com, you agreed to the Rules, Terms and Conditions 
identified here and throughout the PLRDealer.com web site. 

This license applies to all PLRDealer.com Video Series. This license is Non - transferrable. 
 
[YES] Can Sell This Product 
[YES] Can Be Packaged with Paid Products. 5 PRODUCTS MAXIMUM 
[YES] Can Be Offered as a bonus to Paid Product 
[YES] Can Be Added to monthly Paid MEMBERSHIP or Training SITES 

* If you have a membership site where people pay a one time fee to get into 
download 100's of products, then you cannot include resell rights this 
product in that bundle. 

[YES] Can Put Your Name on the Sales Page 
[YES] Can Sell Resale Rights (Does not relate to PLR, meaning your customers can resell  

the video as is...) 
[YES] You can stamp your name on the videos, but you cannot sell PLR. 
 
You CANNOT Give your customers the AVI files. 
You CANNOT Offer In Firesales 
You CANNOT Offer in Dimesales 
You CANNOT Offer These Videos in Firesales if there are more than 5 products. 
You CANNOT Sell Master Resale Rights to videos as is. 
You CANNOT Sell these through Auction Sites 
You CANNOT Give away resell rights for free 
You CANNOT Give away videos for free 
You CANNOT Claim Original Copyright 

Repeat: You CANNOT Sell Private Label Rights 
 
You can pass the basic resale rights to your customers but they cannot pass the same 
rights further. You may act as a resale rights products provider where you provide the 
resale rights products to your customers. But they (your customers) cannot pass the 
rr/mrr/plr further. 
 
PLR Dealer has the right to revoke your license if any of these rules are broken. 


